2. List another contribution the ancient Greeks made to our government.

_____________________________________________________________________

3. Is the best person always elected in a democracy? Why or why not?

_____________________________________________________________________

31.4 Greek Contributions to Modern Medicine
Placard ___ shows a Greek contribution to modern medical practices.
1. In the gift box below, draw and label a picture to illustrate an ancient Greek contribution to modern medicine.

2. List another contribution the ancient Greeks made to modern medicine.

_____________________________________________________________________

3. As in ancient Greece, there are still many unscientific beliefs about diseases and cures. For instance, some people believe you can get a wart by touching a frog. Below, describe another unscientific belief about some disease.

_____________________________________________________________________

31.5 Greek Contributions to the Modern Understanding of the Body
Placard ___ shows a Greek contribution to our understanding of the human body.
1. In the gift box below, draw and label a picture to illustrate an ancient Greek contribution to the modern understanding of the body.

_____________________________________________________________________
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2. List another contribution the ancient Greeks made to our understanding of the body.

3. When we cut ourselves, why do we bleed?

**31.6 Greek Contributions to Modern Mathematics**

Placard ___ shows a Greek contribution to modern mathematics.

1. In the gift box below, draw and label a picture to illustrate an ancient Greek contribution to modern mathematics.

2. List another contribution of the ancient Greeks to modern mathematics.

3. Suppose you want to cover the floor of a closet with tile. The floor measures 3 feet by 3 feet. Each tile is 1 foot by 1 foot. How many tiles will you need? Draw a diagram of the completed floor below. Write an equation for finding its area.